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Living in Kyoto
History, quietness and
convenience

We are sitting quietly outside on the wooden edge of Honen-in temple, facing
one of its ageless magical inner gardens. A soft breeze is warmed by a bright
autumn sun. The decor is perfectly matching what anyone would imagine
being the heart of Kyoto. Except that none of us is Japanese... or at least in
appearance. As the majority of foreigners in Japan could only think of Tokyo
as their base, for a few some, there is nowhere else than Kyoto on earth. JQR
has met with three of them to find out why.

Joel Stuart
Oussouby Sacko
Robert Yellin

other within 20 minutes like I did this
morning to come here.
JQR Most foreigners choose to live in

We have department stores, Internet, we

Tokyo, why not you?

can live internationally here, it's not like
we're isolated.

I decided to move here for

You often hear the Japanese say

cultural and business reasons. I am like

that Kyoto people are difficult to reach, to

one of those baseball cards collectors who

access, because there are lots of codes.

know all the statistics and details about all

What I find most interesting is that it is

players, but to ceramics. Ceramics come

much easier for foreigners, because Kyoto

from West Japan, from Kyushu up to

people are very willing to teach you all

Nagoya. What people call the 6 old kilns

those codes and all about Japanese

of Japan are mostly in this area. An hour

culture. Most of Japanese people coming

away from Kyoto you have Shigaraki, or

from other regions would never dare to ask

Tamba, or Echizen, or Bizen a short train

so they create their own barriers. And I

ride away. So to be close to the art that I

think Kyoto people often reduce the

so love, it just made sense to be here.

structure of those codes when they are

I like the city, so I love to visit

with foreigners!

Tokyo or Osaka, but Kyoto almost feels

But that “distance” is very useful for

like the countryside. It is surrounded by

me. You can choose to use it or not when

mountains, there is a river running right

you feel like it. I've ben living here too

through it, and I also love nature. I like

long, so when I go back to the United-

jogging, bird watching, and all of this is

States, where people are completely in

never far away. I used to go rainbow trout

your face, telling you their opinion about

fishing on my own when I was ten years

everything, I go, “Why do I have to hear

old, so when I come here and sit in a

this?”

traditional garden, it makes me feel some

LOL!

of that.

JOEL For example I have a friend who is
The part I like of Kyoto is the

human scale of the city. Unlike Tokyo,
where you often can't manage your own
movements with the long distances or flow
of the crowds, here it is easy to decide if

Oussouby Sacko

Robert Yellin

also an artist who lives in the countryside

From Mali, he studied architecture for 6 years in
China before moving to Kyoto where he planned to
finish his studies and get a year or two of work
experience before going back... but that was 21
years ago.

Ceramics curator, born in New Jersey in the US,
he arrived in Japan in 1984. He has since written
several books and created the world's largest
English language database on Japanese ceramics.
After years in Shizuoka, he made the move to
Kyoto 15 months ago.

of Shiga. There, 5 times a day people just
come in, sit on the couch and chat about
his paintings. And he likes that attention.
Me, I wouldn't be able to get anything

you go by bicycle or by bus, it is easy to

done if people came. So people here leave

understand the city and to manage it your

me alone when I do my work and if I want

own way. If you want the historical part of

to engage, then they come. So that works

it, it is right there, if you want the modern

for me.

part of it there you go, there are nice cafés

All that adding to the fact that

everywhere, it's very easy to network.

Kyoto wasn't bombed during World War II,

Kyoto is a living museum just like
Florence or one of those historical cities.
And it's easy to cycle from one end to the
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Joel Stuart
Painter, print and installation Artist who arrived in
Japan 26 years ago. Originally from Washington
State in the US, he finds Kyoto as the ideal work
environment for him.
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with all of it. And it's

wouldn't choose Kyoto as their first spot,

all easy access. I

unless they have a special interest at

don't use my car

things Japanese and get an opportunity to

anymore.

teach here for example. It's true that as
Kyoto is

artists or architects, we were inspired by

made of ancient and

Asia from the first place and that is why

modern buildings,

we ended up here. It's a much easier and

problems and

natural choice for us.

solutions. It's a place

As Joel said before, the

where you can study a

constant contact with nature is very

lot, constantly. I teach

inspirational as a source for creativity here.

two architecture
classes and one of

Wherever your eyes wander, you
notice nature inspired patterns everywhere!

so there is charm here that can't be found

them is about Kyoto. I don't know why,

On roof tiles, sidewalks, sometimes a

in other cities.

but..

gingko leaf can be extended to an extreme
contemporary style, but nature is present

LOL !
JQR What is that charm?

During the summer program, we
have students from Hokkaido to Okinawa.

It is to walk and get lost into

all the time in all different layers of

in Kyoto” or “Kyoto Style”, then the price is

town, so you constantly have to create!

someone explained to me that he was in

higher!

year. So you can find both kind of stimuli
Well like I said, my friend who has

from Manhattan, and she said, “I could

chosen to live isolated and to deal with

never live in Kyoto!” It's a quiet sleepy

neighbors sitting on his sofa is very happy

little town at night! It really is!

with that lifestyle. And for you who are
from Tokyo, Kyoto feels almost like the

are so many interesting cultural aspects to
discover. We don't get all the big events
as in Tokyo, like the rock bands that I'd

JQR You three are indeed working in
creative fields. Do you think that it is the
reason why you adapted so well here?
Would it be as comfortable a life for an

Tradition is good, but it should

fact complaining!
JQR OK, you convinced me that this is a
great place to live, but there MUST be a
backdrop? A dark side?
LOL!

You know the term “KY”?

The second thing, I think that one

True!
But again, everyone is

No, what does it mean?

contributing to this. A restaurant is very

“Kuki Yomenai” attributed to a

proud to write on their menu that they've

person who just doesn't grab what's

been serving this tofu from the same place

happening around. It's a common Japanese

for a hundred years.... even though it is

driving a car, I can press the gas pedal
when I want to speed up the pace but I
whenever I want.
YEAH!!
JQR Is Kyoto the same as 20 years ago?

Engineer or a person
working in finance,
for example?
Well, when

like to see. We have more of the traditional

I studied here it was

culture, which is timeless. You know, Lady

Engineering oriented

Gaga will be forgotten in 10 years, but

architecture, so it

“Gaga” will be performed in Gagaku in

doesn't really matter.

shrines for another millennium.

You can be here and

LOL!

Kyocera, Nintendo...

Kyoto people are very patient. It

also can put on the breaks and back off

as a vacation?

watching a clock? I walk around and there

Right!

find everywhere, but if it is written “Made

combination of both! Living here is like

into a dream instead of waking up

here in Kyoto!

LOL!!

inviting him to the next one, but later on

countryside, right? So to me it is the best

do? And be surrounded by beauty, waking

difficult to grab the right meaning of things

not stagnate. You don't want a fossilized

creativity.

difference of who you are and what you

station!

And Kyoto has always been

Most of the time they sell things you can

this quietness is a perfect environment for

Why not wake up and have no

expression, but I think it's particularly

last night!” So I was just replying by

affect you in your daily life?

LOL!

through as you might do at Shinjuku

philosophers were gathering here.

smiling, “Oh it seems you had lots of fun

from nature and people.

creativity here than Tokyo.

people shuffling

schools and universities, and all the

to keep the high standard Kyoto image.

True, but then you are not

vacation to seek for that. How does that

Why not having your whole life

busloads of

Kyoto is very old. There are so many

younger and my neighbor used to tell me

here in Kyoto. Even just a few hours.

You definitely get more personal

there were

The café gathering culture in

keep everything a little bit expensive here,

inside and outside Japan visit Kyoto each

The balance between a big city and

myself and....

didn't have those before.

sometimes did parties at home when I was

delays. You can always make a little time

rich history, etc. But you can come here on

leaves quietly by

transformed into cafés or boutiques. You

avant-garde companies were born here too!

this city. Over 50 millions of tourists from

JQR Yes, Kyoto is charming, has a very

to see the autumn

A lot of old storehouses have been

of the biggest backdrop is that they try to

available to the people who are coming to

Yeah. My friend was visiting

around a temple

place since many generations.

difficult to deal with. For example I

much easily reachable within such short

you'll find what you want.

take a walk

for a hundred years, or going to the same

traditional, but also very avant-garde. Many

when people refer to war, they speak about

for sure.

I thought I could

been buying tofu in the same small shop

is a quality, but it sometimes can be

Tokyo with their busy lives would be as

but if you dig around, I am pretty sure

season! One night

You know, people saying their family has

revolutionized things. Kyoto is very

That's been there a looong time. Here

Here people live in a slower pace,

the peak tourists

are in direct contact with “living” history.

JQR So why not live in the countryside?

And the people contributing to this program
available for you. I am not sure people in

be concentrated in one area like Akihabara,

crowded during

are not taken from the outside. And you

culture have been born here and

getting lost leads to a new discovery.

you look for the latest gadgets they won't

changes all the time, within itself. Things

interpretation.

are easy to reach and make themselves

1400's. And the city has modernized, so if

can get pretty

avant-garde. A lot of aspects of Japanese

winding narrow streets and every time

the Onin war, which was in the early

Well it
Kyoto is a very organic city. It

be in full contact
You have beautiful pockets of

charming places all around Japan, like

with Tokyo.
Engineers

Matsue or such, but this city is just filled
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more expensive than any other tofu!
Or like “Fu Ka” ?
Yes ! I'm a good friend of them,

Kitamura or Nomura. They are small and

we just hang around in a nice pub

most often focused around tea. Japanese

downtown, where they have crafted beers

culture wouldn't be much without the tea

and so. It's kind of a hub for us to connect.

but I'm always surprised to see how you

culture. Even a soy sauce jar or chopsticks

can get rich selling Fu ! (Puffed bread like

rests, they all come from tea.

wheat gluten pieces)
But it's just not Fu, it's Fu Ka!
(Famous Fu shop)
LOL!
Sometimes I crave for food that I
can only find where I come from, like
natural breads or particular types of

Also, Kyoto is surrounded by

JQR So none of you are thinking of going
back home anymore?

mountains, small sized, and not very
advertised about. And on top you often

Home is the place where I live,

have small temples. So when I want to

so Kyoto is home to me now. And I never

refresh I just take a walk up and discover

think of going “back” somewhere. I always

really nice interesting and quiet places.

go forward.

To me if I want traditional Kyoto I

Yes the term “home” is quite

cheese. But in fact I'm happy I CAN'T find

go to small galleries, quiet gardens and

difficult to define sometimes. Is it the place

all those, because I'd be this big right now!

temples, too. But about 15 years ago I

where you were born, or the place where

changed my way of seeing famous places.

you spend the most time? I have a house

My friend was leaving to Hokkaido and

here, with a family, and a job. I am doing

wanted to hit the famous places once

something I like and I feel comfortable too.

more. So we went to Ryoanji a few minutes

So is it my home? Or my second home?

LOL!
But I love Japanese food and diet.
So I am really happy here.
Or the most negative point to
me is that you can't get good sushi here!
Your best hit would be the pickled
Sanma-zushi!

before streams of people would go through

I was in San Diego for a lecture

and we sat at each end to take photos.

recently and it is not at all the San Diego

When the first bus of tourists came in I

that I knew back in the seventies!

thought “Oh no” but then I found myself
focusing on the Zen garden forgetting

country sometimes, like the social

got me. So what are the best places that

completely about the noises and the

proximity between people. But when I go

you never see in tourist guides or secret

people around. So you can still go to

back to Mali, I have enough after one

areas you would never tell a magazine

famous temples and just focus on what

week!

about?

there is to see and enjoy it for hours if you
I like my house!

I also love to spend time in cafés.

Yes, the term home is very relative.
somewhere else for a couple of years and
it would probably me who would have a

beautiful garden and it's filled with

peaceful, not like noisy cafés in Paris for

reversed culture shock and would want to

beautiful art, so I don't go out much! But I

instance!

come back here! After 26 years in Kyoto,

also love to go to small museums like

2012 Oct&Nov

Yes, when we want to meet people

Kyoto is at
human
scale.

My wife would like to go and live

and the atmosphere is always very

I mean, it's an old house, with a

Nature is
omnipresent.

LOL!

Some are built in old places like “Machiya”

LOL!
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I know. I miss things from my

JQR All right, so this city is just great. You

want. It’s a Japanese experience!

Life here is
like a
vacation!

this place feels pretty much like home!
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